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Group Captain Sir Douglas Bader remains one of the most famous RAF fighter pilots to date,
perhaps even the most famous of all, thanks to Paul Brickhill’s best-selling 1950s yarn Reach for
the Sky and Dany Angel’s box office hit of the same name, starring Kenneth Moore.Bader, a
graduate of the RAF College Cranwell and a professional, career officer, was a gifted sportsman
and aerobatic pilot – but headstrong. After a crash that led to the amputation of both of his legs,
the Second World War was this man of action’s salvation: passing a flying test, he returned to
the RAF, first flying Spitfires with 19 Squadron at Duxford. In due course he was posted to 222
Squadron as a flight commander, seeing action over Dunkirk.Already newsworthy, the
swashbuckling, legless, fighter pilot was also a favorite of his Station Commander, Wing
Commander A.B. ‘Woody’ Woodhall, and, more importantly, his 12 Group Air Officer
Commanding, Air Vice-Marshal Leigh-Mallory. In short order, therefore, Bader was soon
elevated to Acting Squadron Leader and given command of 242 Squadron, a Canadian
Hurricane squadron which he led throughout the Battle of Britain.On 30 August 1940, 12 Group
was requested to reinforce 11 Group and intercept a raid on an aircraft factory at Hatfield. This
was Bader and 242 Squadron’s first experience of a mass German raid, and many combat
claims were subsequently filed. The events that day led Bader to submit a report arguing that the
more fighters he had at his disposal, the greater would be the execution of the enemy that could
be achieved. It was a concept that received support from Leigh-Mallory, who recognised an
opportunity for 12 Group to play a greater part in what was clearly an historic battle. Leigh-
Mallory authorised Bader to lead three, then five, squadrons – a controversial formation that
came to be known as the ‘Duxford Wing’ or ‘Big Wing’.In Bader’s Big Wing Controversy, Dilip
Sarkar not only explores the full story of the people and events that led to the creation of the ‘Big
Wing’ at Duxford, he also fully investigates the part that its men and machines played in the
Battle of Britain story. Whilst Bader was not personally intending disloyalty, as such, to his Air
Officer Commander-in-Chief, Air Chief Marshal Sir Hugh Dowding, he was, as the latter once
commented, ‘the cause of a lot of the trouble’. In his burning desire to propel 242 Squadron and
himself, its leader, into the forefront of the action, the newsworthy acting squadron leader found
himself used by darker forces, men with axes to grind and personal ambitions to further.

About the AuthorA prolific author, DILIP SARKAR has been obsessed with the Second World
War for a lifetime. An MBE for ‘services to aviation history’, and Fellow of the Royal Historical
Society, unsurprisingly, for a retired police detective with a First in Modern History, his work has
always been evidence-based - often challenging long-accepted myths. Firmly focussed on the
‘human’ experience of war, his many previous works include the authorized biographies of
Group Captain Sir Douglas Bader and Air Vice-Marshal ‘Johnnie’ Johnson, the best-selling



Spitfire Manual and The Few. Dilip has presented at such prestigious venues as Oxford
University, the Imperial War and RAF Museums, and National Memorial Arboretum; he works on
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Author’s Note & GlossaryThe aviation-minded reader will notice that I have referred to German
Messerschmitt fighters by the abbreviation ‘Me’ (not ‘Bf’, which is more technically correct), or
simply by their numeric designation, such as ‘109’ or ‘110’. This not only reads better but is
authentic: during the Battle of Britain, Keith Lawrence, a New Zealander, flew Spitfires and once
said to me ‘To us they were just “Me’s”, “109s” or “110s”, simple, never “Bf ”.’In another attempt
to preserve accuracy, I have also used the original German, wherever possible, regarding terms
associated with the Luftwaffe, such as:Adlerangriff‘Attack of the Eagles’Adlertag‘Eagle



Day’EichenlaubThe Oak Leaves, essentially being a bar to the
Ritterkreuz.ErprobungsgruppeExperimental group, in the case of Erprobungsgruppe 210 a
skilled precision bombing unit.ExperteA fighter ‘ace’. Ace status, on both sides, was achieved by
destroying five enemy aircraft.Freie huntA fighter sweep.GefechstandOperations
headquarters.GeschwaderThe whole group, usually of three
gruppen.GeschwaderkommodoreThe group leader.GruppeA wing, usually of three
squadrons.GruppenkeilA wedge formation of bombers, usually made up of vics of
three.GruppenkommandeurThe wing commander.Jagdbomber (‘Jabo’)Fighter-
bomber.JagdfliegerFighter pilot.JagdgeschwaderFighter group, abbreviated JG.JagdwaffeThe
fighter force.JägerHunter, in this context a fighter pilot or aircraft.KampffleigerBomber
aircrew.KampfgeschwaderBomber group, abbreviated KG.KanalEnglish
Channel.KatchmarekWingman.LehrgeschwaderLiterally a training group, but actually a
precision bombing unit, abbreviated LG.LuftflotteAir Fleet.OberkannoneLiterally the ‘Top Gun’,
or leading fighter ace.Oberkommando der Wehrmacht (OKW)The German armed forces high
command.RitterkreuzThe Knight’s Cross of the Iron Cross.RotteA pair of fighters, comprising
leader and wingman, into which the Schwarm broke once battle was joined.RottenführerLeader
of a fighting pair.SchwarmA section of four fighters.SchwarmführerSection
leader.SeelöweSealion, the codename for Hitler’s proposed seaborne invasion of
England.StabStaff.StabschwarmStaff flight.StaffelA squadron.StaffelkapitänThe squadron
leader.StörflugHarrassing attacks, usually by lone Ju 88s.StukaThe Ju 87 dive-
bomber.SturkampfgeschwaderDive-bomber group, abbreviated
StG.VermisstMissing.ZerstörerLiterally ‘destroyer’, the term used for the Me
110.ZerstörergeschwaderDestroyer group, abbreviated ZG.Each geschwader generally
comprised three gruppen, each of three staffeln. Each gruppe is designated by Roman
numerals, i.e. III/JG 26 refers to the third gruppe of Fighter Group (abbreviated ‘JG’) 26. Staffeln
are identified by numbers, so 7/JG 26 is the 7th staffel and belongs to III/JG 26.Rank
comparisons may also be useful:-GefreiterPrivate 1st ClassUnteroffizierCorporal, no aircrew
equivalent in Fighter Command.FeldwebelSergeantOberfeldwebelFlight SergeantLeutnantPilot
OfficerOberleutnantFlight LieutenantHauptmannSquadron LeaderMajorWing
CommanderOberstGroup CaptainRAF Abbreviations:-AAFAuxiliary Air ForceAASFAdvance Air
Striking ForceA&AEEAeroplane & Armament Experimental EstablishmentAFCAir Force
CrossAFDUAir Fighting Development UnitAIAirborne Interception radarAOCAir Officer
CommandingAOC-in-CAir Officer Commanding-in-ChiefATAAir Transport
AuxiliaryATSArmament Training SchoolBEFBritish Expeditionary ForceCASChief of the Air
StaffCFSCentral Flying SchoolCGSCentral Gunnery SchoolCOCommanding
OfficerDCASDeputy CASDESDirect Entry SchemeDFCDistinguished Flying
CrossDFMDistinguished Flying MedalDSODistinguished Service OrderE/AEnemy
AircraftEFTSElementary Flying Training SchoolFAAFleet Air ArmFIUFighter Interception
UnitFTSFlying Training SchoolITWInitial TrainingLACLeading AircraftmanMRAFMarshal of the



Royal Air ForceMSFUMerchant Ship Fighter UnitNCONon-Commissioned
OfficerORBOperations Record BookOTCOfficer Training CorpsOTUOperational Training
UnitPDCPersonnel Distribution CentreRAFVRRoyal Air Force Volunteer ReserveRFSReserve
Flying SchoolRNRoyal NavyRNASRoyal Navy Air ServiceSASOSenior Air Staff
OfficerSEACSouth East Asia CommandSOOSenior Operations OfficerSSCShort Service
CommissionUASUniversity Air SquadronU/SUnserviceable

Each geschwader generally comprised three gruppen, each of three staffeln. Each gruppe is
designated by Roman numerals, i.e. III/JG 26 refers to the third gruppe of Fighter Group
(abbreviated ‘JG’) 26. Staffeln are identified by numbers, so 7/JG 26 is the 7th staffel and
belongs to III/JG 26.Rank comparisons may also be useful:-GefreiterPrivate 1st
ClassUnteroffizierCorporal, no aircrew equivalent in Fighter
Command.FeldwebelSergeantOberfeldwebelFlight SergeantLeutnantPilot
OfficerOberleutnantFlight LieutenantHauptmannSquadron LeaderMajorWing
CommanderOberstGroup CaptainRAF Abbreviations:-AAFAuxiliary Air ForceAASFAdvance Air
Striking ForceA&AEEAeroplane & Armament Experimental EstablishmentAFCAir Force
CrossAFDUAir Fighting Development UnitAIAirborne Interception radarAOCAir Officer
CommandingAOC-in-CAir Officer Commanding-in-ChiefATAAir Transport
AuxiliaryATSArmament Training SchoolBEFBritish Expeditionary ForceCASChief of the Air
StaffCFSCentral Flying SchoolCGSCentral Gunnery SchoolCOCommanding
OfficerDCASDeputy CASDESDirect Entry SchemeDFCDistinguished Flying
CrossDFMDistinguished Flying MedalDSODistinguished Service OrderE/AEnemy
AircraftEFTSElementary Flying Training SchoolFAAFleet Air ArmFIUFighter Interception
UnitFTSFlying Training SchoolITWInitial TrainingLACLeading AircraftmanMRAFMarshal of the
Royal Air ForceMSFUMerchant Ship Fighter UnitNCONon-Commissioned
OfficerORBOperations Record BookOTCOfficer Training CorpsOTUOperational Training
UnitPDCPersonnel Distribution CentreRAFVRRoyal Air Force Volunteer ReserveRFSReserve
Flying SchoolRNRoyal NavyRNASRoyal Navy Air ServiceSASOSenior Air Staff
OfficerSEACSouth East Asia CommandSOOSenior Operations OfficerSSCShort Service
CommissionUASUniversity Air SquadronU/SUnserviceable

IntroductionGroup Captain Sir Douglas Bader was made a household name during the Second
World War and in 1956, upon publication of Paul Brickhill’s globally best-selling but romanticised
Bader biography, Reach for the Sky, and Daniel Angel’s film of the same name, starring Kenneth
More, which hit the silver screen a year later. The swashbuckling, legless, Douglas Bader
arguably remains the most famous RAF pilot of the war. Indeed, the world over he is held in a
very special esteem and affection by the public, an inspiration and example on many levels, not
least to the amputee disabled community.This book, however, is not a romanticised tale. It is
based upon factual evidence – which often departs substantially from the popular narrative –



and investigates a distasteful thread of the Battle of Britain story. While Bader was not personally
intending disloyalty, as such, to his Air Officer Commander-in-Chief, Air Chief Marshal Sir Hugh
Dowding, he was, as Lord Dowding later commented, ‘the cause of a lot of the trouble’. In his
burning desire to propel 242 Squadron and himself, their leader, into the forefront of the action,
the newsworthy but naïve acting squadron leader found himself used by darker forces, men with
axes to grind and personal ambitions to further.This is that story, one that must be told.Dilip
Sarkar MBE FRHistS

Chapter OneHigh Command: The Scene is SetTo understand the obsession of certain RAF high
commanders with mass fighter formations during the Battle of Britain, and later consequences
of these ‘Big Wings’, we must first examine their antecedents. Indeed, these personalities and
relationships underpin the whole saga, so are essential to our appreciation of these still vexing
events.Our story begins with the man at the top: Air Chief Marshal H.C.T. Dowding, Commander-
in-Chief of Fighter Command, 1936–1940.Hugh Caswell Tremenheere Dowding was born at
Moffat, some fifty miles south of Edinburgh, of English school-teacher parents, on 24 April 1882.
Hugh’s father, Arthur, had actually founded St Ninian’s, a preparatory school in Moffat, in 1879,
marrying Maud Tremenheere a year later. Hugh was the eldest of their four children, a daughter
and three sons, all brought up in a dutiful middle-class family with Christian, Victorian, values.
Educated at St Ninian’s and Winchester, in 1899, the eldest Dowding entered the Royal Military
Academy at Woolwich, receiving a commission as a 2nd Lieutenant in the Garrison Artillery. In
1912, by which time Lieutenant Dowding had served in Ceylon, Hong Kong and India, he
attended the Military Staff College at Camberley. In an exercise there, Dowding found himself
commanding six imaginary aeroplanes which he despatched together, on a flight of fancy from
Camberley, to establish whether the Lincolnshire town of Grantham was in enemy hands. The
instructor queried this decision, inquiring as to how the pilots would find their way. Dowding’s
response was simple: they would follow the railway lines, which to him appeared common sense.
This the instructor also disputed, arguing that the pilots would collide. Dowding knew little or
nothing about aviation at this time but could not accept this. Consequently, to expand his
experience, having recognised that aviation would play a significant part in future conflicts,
Dowding learned to fly, privately, at Brooklands. This was typical of the man.Hugh C.T. Dowding
pictured shortly after being commissioned into the RAF. It was when serving as a fighter pilot in
the First World War that he made an enemy of Trenchard, later the first Chief of the Air
Staff.Dowding once recalled that as a child he had ‘never accepted ideas because they were
orthodox, and consequently I have frequently found myself in opposition to generally accepted
views… perhaps in retrospect this has not been altogether a bad thing’. In his thirties he had
acquired the nickname ‘Stuffy’, on account of his Victorian primness. Described by
contemporary Air Chief Marshal Sir Philip Joubert de la Ferté as ‘an extremely entertaining
companion out of office hours’, this sense of fun ‘did not, as a rule, extend to his work, and he
could be extremely exacting and tiresome to his subordinates. He had, however, a great sense



of justice which earned him the respect of all who worked with him.’ Dowding’s opposition to
conventional opinion, however, underpins many of his clashes with authority. He was an
individual, unorthodox, a free-thinker, and would advance his own opinions unflinchingly. Indeed,
Dowding’s biographer, that superb historian Vincent Orange, writes of Dowding’s difficulty in
accepting the need to persuade others that he was right about something, and compromise was
not in his dictionary. To a degree, later in his career, this was understandable: as the RAF’s most
senior serving officer, he objected to criticism or resistance to his ideas and decisions from Air
Ministry staff – all very much junior to him in age, rank and length of service.Having gained his
private pilot’s licence, Dowding was able to take a three-month course provided by the Royal
Flying Corps (RFC) at the Central Flying School (CFS), at Upavon in Wiltshire. Passing the
course on 29 April 1914, Dowding received his coveted service pilot’s flying brevet, or ‘wings’,
then returned to soldiering. At the CFS, however, his instructor was one John Salmond, who
would serve as Chief of the Air Staff (CAS) 1930–33; at Upavon, Dowding also met Hugh ‘Boom’
Trenchard, soon to become ‘Father of the Royal Air Force’. In future, both these highly influential
and well-connected men would become, according to Orange, ‘bitter, secret and devious critics
of Dowding’s’. When the First World War broke out, as a trained pilot Major Hugh Dowding was
required to serve in France with the RFC, and appointed to command 16 Squadron at Merville,
engaged in artillery observation work. Major General Trenchard was by then General Officer
Commanding (GOC) the RFC, to whom Dowding complained that his Squadron had received a
batch of wrong-sized propellers. Trenchard objected to Dowding’s ‘pernickety primness’ and
ordered him to fit the aircrews as delivered. Dowding did as he was ordered, making the first,
disastrous, test flight himself – and was nearly killed in the process. To Trenchard, the incident
emphasised Dowding’s ‘self-righteous stubbornness’. Dowding considered it an outcome of
‘Trenchard’s technical stupidity’. Worse followed.On 18 June 1916, Lieutenant Colonel Dowding
was given command of No 9 (HQ), comprising four squadrons, at Fienvillers, near Doullens,
ready for the infamous Battle of the Somme, which began on 1 July. From August 1915 until
early 1916, the RFC suffered heavy losses due to the ‘Fokker scourge’, caused by the
superiority of the German Fokker Eindecker monoplane fighter. Trenchard, however, insisted that
the offensive be maintained – and, incredibly, forbade his aircrews to wear parachutes in the
bizarre belief that the life-saving silk canopies were ‘bad for morale’. The heavy casualties
deeply troubled Dowding, who, after further differences with the GOC, was sent home on New
Year’s Day 1917. It would only later become significant that Dowding’s replacement in France
was Temporary Lieutenant Colonel Cyril Newall. By the Armistice, both Dowding and Newall
were Temporary Brigadier Generals – but the latter was Trenchard’s deputy and therefore in a
position of great influence. On 1 April 1918, the RAF was born, Major General Trenchard the first
CAS. The RAF College at Cranwell trained the service’s officers, all permanently commissioned
career professionals, while the RAF Staff College groomed future senior officers. Dowding,
however, was not given a Permanent Commission, as a group captain, in Trenchard’s junior
service until 1 August 1919, possibly because of antipathy between the two in



France.Nevertheless, after various appointments, on 1 September 1930, Dowding was
appointed Air Member for Supply and Research. Arguably, it was from that point onwards that
‘Stuffy’ Dowding began preparing for the Battle of Britain. The air power doctrine of the day,
though, was almost exclusively focused upon bombing. Between 1926 and 1931, Air
Commodore Newall, Trenchard’s protégé, had served as both Director of Operations and
Deputy CAS (DCAS). Both Newall and Trenchard were confirmed ‘Bomber Barons’. In 1921,
Trenchard explained that:-It is not necessary for an air force, in order to defeat the enemy nation,
to defeat its armed forces first. Air power can dispense with that immediate step, can pass over
the enemy navies and armies, and penetrate the air defences and attack direct the centre of
production, transportation and communication from which the enemy war effort is maintained. It
is on the destruction of enemy industries and, above all, in the lowering of morale of enemy
nationals caused by bombing that the ultimate victory lies.Trenchard also said that, ‘The
aeroplane is the most offensive weapon that has ever been invented. It is a shockingly bad
weapon for defence’, considering fighters only ‘necessary to keep up the morale of your own
people’.In 1932, the British Prime Minister, Stanley Baldwin, told the House of Commons:-I think
it is as well for the man in the street to realise that there is no power on earth that can protect him
from being bombed. Whatever people may tell him, the bomber will always get through. The only
defence is offence, which means that you have to kill more women and children more quickly
than the enemy if you want to save yourselves. I just mention that … so that people may realise
what is waiting for them when the time comes.After the First World War, disarmament held sway,
with what little spending there was on defence reduced further still after the 1929 Wall Street
Crash. Given the strategic thinking of the time, naturally investment was mainly in bombers.
Inevitably, and fortunately as things turned out, Air Commodore Dowding disagreed with this
conventional view of the bomber’s invincibility. Although in agreement that the fighter force
should not be expanded at the bomber force’s expense, Dowding argued that a powerful
bomber force would prove useless unless the fighter force was strong enough to ensure that its
commander did not lose a decisive battle before the bomber force had time to deliver the
‘knockout blow’. According to Dowding, Trenchard had ‘forgotten that “security of base” is an
essential prerequisite’.In 1933, Adolf Hitler and the Nazis came to power in Germany. Hitler soon
denounced the Versailles Peace Treaty of 1919, which had severely restricted the size of
Germany’s armed forces, prohibiting an air force, and set about rearming, at first secretly then in
open defiance of the hated Diktat. As time went on it became increasingly clear that the Führer
was actually on course to restore Germany as a dominant military power. In October 1935,
production of Professor Willy Messerschmitt’s new single-engine monoplane fighter, the Me
109, was ordered. This fast and highly manoeuvrable little aircraft completely outclassed the
wood and fabric biplanes then in service with the world’s air forces, setting a new benchmark in
military aircraft performance.Back in 1930, the Air Ministry had issued a specification for a new
monoplane fighter to replace the now obsolete biplanes with which its squadrons were
equipped. This new design had to be capable of being both a day and night-fighter, which could



be flown by the average pilot. The requirement was also for a greater speed, an enclosed
cockpit and eight machine-guns. Among the British designers working on this project was
Supermarine’s Reginald Joseph Mitchell, whose sleek, bullet-like, racing seaplanes had already
won the coveted Schneider Trophy, a matter of intense national pride. Hawker’s Sydney Camm
also produced a design, which, like Supermarine’s submission was built around the Rolls-Royce
Merlin engine, called the Hurricane; it first flew in November 1935, and was immediately ordered
by the Air Ministry. The Hurricane reached the squadrons in January 1938, the Spitfire eight
months later. Dowding, as Air Member for Research & Development, had much to do with
commissioning the new designs, and his technical mind was concurrently considering a truly
new-fangled science: Radio Direction Finding (RDF), more commonly known as radar. In the
event, radar would prove nearly as crucial as fighter aircraft.The RAF air exercises in August
1934 had shown the weakness of the existing ‘early warning system’, which depended largely
upon the Observer Corps’ reports, meaning that enemy aircraft could only be detected if they
ventured within sight and earshot. Even when practising with the ancient Vickers Virginia, which
plodded through the sky at just 80 mph at 7,000 ft, the warning provided was inadequate.
Acoustic locators had proved of little use, and the Chandler-Adcock system of radio-direction,
which allowed aircraft to be plotted and controlled from the ground, relied upon the ‘target’
aircraft sending regular transmissions – hostile aircraft, however, were unlikely to be so obliging.
A more general means of detection was therefore required, but had yet to be discovered, and
this became of increasing concern: Mr A.P. Rowe, the Air Ministry’s Assistant Director of
Scientific Research, reported to his chief, Harry Wimperis, that ‘unless science finds a new
method of assisting air defence, any war within ten years will be lost.’ In 1932, work by the Post
Office indicated that aircraft reflected radio signals, prompting further research by Robert
Watson-Watt who, in 1935, submitted his report on the subject. This inspired memorandum
identified three areas of research: the re-radiation of aircraft waves (to detect aircraft), radio-
telephone communications between fighters and ground controller, and a means of transmitting
coded signals from aircraft (so as to identify friend from foe). Immediately recognising the
significance of this detailed study, Wimperis requested £10,000 for further experimental work.
Dowding advised caution and requested a practical demonstration: ‘Let us first see if the system
works,’ he said. A month later the scientists sufficiently impressed Dowding and the research
went ahead, in great secrecy, on the Suffolk coast. This new technology, together with the new
eight-gun monoplane fighters, would soon form the cornerstone of the Radar-Based System of
Early Warning, Interception & Control. This was one crucial respect in which Britain was far
ahead of Germany’s scientists. Radar, in fact, brought to an end any chance whatsoever that the
‘bomber will always get through’. A new chapter in aerial warfare had quietly begun, in which
Dowding was playing a key part and was best-placed to learn about, and understand, the
various technical and scientific developments involved. This knowledge would prove
invaluable.For more than a decade, all functions of air defence had been overseen by the Air
Defence of Great Britain (ADGB), although the Commander-in-Chief of which was responsible



for both fighter and bomber forces, a matter which Dowding felt ‘ponderous’. With Germany
clearly rearming, the British Expansion Programme of 1936 saw the creation of five separate
commands: Fighter, Bomber, Coastal, Training and Maintenance. Dowding’s personal first-hand
experience as a fighter pilot during the First World War, together with his involvement in
commissioning the Spitfire and Hurricane, and knowledge of radar, marked him as the perfect
choice for RAF Fighter Command’s first Air Officer Commander-in-Chief (AOC-in-C). Now he
could really get to grips with his vision to ensure ‘security of base’. Air Marshal Dowding was fifty-
four when he took up his new appointment on 14 July 1936. The new Fighter Command’s
headquarters was located at Bentley Priory, a large country house situated to the north of
London, at Stanmore. There the new AOC-in-C discovered some ‘lamentable deficiencies to be
made good’, his immediate task being to create the ‘ideal Air Defence System’, and his
experience to date uniquely equipped him to do so. Dowding’s belief that ensuring security of the
home base ‘overrides all considerations’ now rose to the fore, his unshakeable belief in this
leading to an obstinate insistence that his demands for improvements and resources be met.
Consequently, Dowding would find himself from hereon in almost constant dispute with the Air
Staff, where, he later wrote, his name ‘stank’. When he became AOC-in-C of Fighter Command,
Dowding’s aspirations were to ultimately succeed Marshal of the RAF (MRAF) Sir Edward
Ellington as CAS, unaware that Air Vice-Marshal Newall was already being groomed to take over
the top job. Newall, who had taken Dowding’s place in France twenty years before and was
junior to him in rank and service, was the preferred choice of Lord Swinton, the Secretary of
State for Air, and became CAS in 1937. Dowding was cut to the quick – but had he left Fighter
Command at that juncture, arguably the outcome for Britain, just three years later, would have
been disastrous.Upon formation in 1936, Fighter Command consisted of just one group, No 11,
and for administrative purposes, both 22 Army Cooperation Group and the civilian Observer
Corps. From the outset, the primary function of 11 Group, was the defence of London and the
south-east, which remained the case when 12 Group was added in May 1937, with
responsibility for the protection of eastern England. It is vitally important to understand that at
this time any air attacks made by Germany were expected to approach from the east, across the
North Sea and, due to the range involved, such raids were assumed not to involve a fighter
escort. At that time, therefore, 12 Group, defending the industrial Midlands and the North,
represented a crucial responsibility. Nonetheless, 11 Group, as it included the capital, was
always seen as the primary area. On New Year’s Day 1937, Dowding was promoted to Air Chief
Marshal, and entrusted the prestigious 11 Group to Air Marshal Leslie Gossage. On 14
December 1937, Air Commodore Trafford Leigh-Mallory became AOC 12 Group – which would
have far-reaching consequences for Dowding and, ultimately, Fighter Command.Trafford Leigh-
Mallory was born on 11 July 1892 at Mobberley, Cheshire, his father, Herbert, being rector of the
Anglican church there. The younger brother of George Leigh-Mallory, the celebrated
mountaineer, Trafford Leigh-Mallory was educated at Haileybury, winning an Exhibition
Scholarship to Cambridge’s prestigious Magdalene College in 1926. It was while a member of



the Literary Club there, in fact, that he first became acquainted with one Arthur Tedder – later
MRAF, Deputy Supreme Allied Commander for Operation OVERLORD, and CAS 1946–1950.
Having achieved a law degree, Leigh-Mallory applied to the Inner Temple to become a barrister,
but was thwarted in his ambition when the First World War broke out in 1914. Commissioned into
the King’s Liverpool Regiment, Lieutenant Leigh-Mallory served in France, suffering a leg wound
in June 1915. While recuperating, Leigh-Mallory volunteered for the RFC and was soon flying
BE2d observation aircraft with 5 Squadron at Droglandt. At this time, the RFC’s role was largely
to act as scouts for the army, providing information regarding German troop movements and
spotting for the artillery. On 10 May 1917, Temporary Major Leigh-Mallory became OC (Officer
Commanding) of 15 Squadron, and six months later took over 8 Squadron, continuing to fly
army cooperation sorties. Leigh-Mallory was an unpopular squadron commander, being aloof
and snobbish, and more concerned with logistics than men’s lives. With 8 Squadron, Leigh-
Mallory increased his experience of army cooperation, his unit carrying out the first air-to-tank
liaison. For his wartime service, Leigh-Mallory was appointed to the DSO, his leadership of 8
Squadron and extensive experience of army cooperation laying the foundation of his
subsequent RAF career.Air Vice-Marshal Sir Trafford Leigh-Mallory commanded Fighter
Command’s 12 Group under Air Chief Marshal Dowding’s overall command. He would clash with
Dowding in the Second World War, vowing to effect his replacement.Unlike Hugh Dowding,
Leigh-Mallory’s name appeared in the first 200 Permanent Commissions for the peacetime RAF,
published on 1 August 1919. After training and staff appointments, in 1933 Group Captain Leigh-
Mallory began a year-long course at the Imperial Defence College – the most senior of all
service staff colleges. In 1937, Air Commodore Leigh- Mallory became AOC 12 (Fighter) Group,
setting up home with his wife, Doris, at Woodborough Hall, Hucknall, Nottinghamshire. So it was
that an army cooperation expert, with significant experience of training and administration – but
one of fighters – became entrusted with the aerial defence of the industrial Midlands and the
North.In 1938, another key player enters our stage: Air Vice-Marshal Sholto Douglas. Born at
Headington on 23 December 1893, Douglas was the son of an academic, and educated at
Emanuel and Tonbridge Schools before going up to Lincoln College, Oxford, reading ‘Greats’.
Commissioned into the Royal Field Artillery in 1914, the following year Douglas transferred to
the RFC, becoming an observer in 2 Squadron at Merville, before training as a pilot. Three
months later, Lieutenant Douglas returned to France, flying the two-seater Bristol BE2c Fighter
during the ‘Fokker Scourge’. Awarded the MC, Douglas went on to command 43 Squadron,
flying Sopwith 1½ Strutters, then 84 Squadron, operating single-seater SE5s on the Western
Front, winning a DFC. After the First World War, however, Douglas left the service to fly as a
commercial pilot, but was persuaded by none other than Trenchard himself to rejoin the RAF in
1920. Having attended the IDC and commanded RAF North Weald, Douglas instructed at the
IDC before becoming Director of Staff Duties at the Air Ministry on New Year’s Day 1936. Two
years later, he was promoted to air vice-marshal and became the Assistant CAS (ACAS). It was
now that this Trenchard favourite clashed with Dowding.In June 1938, Douglas informed



Dowding that he must form nine squadrons of Boulton-Paul Defiants for day-fighting. The Defiant
was a two-seater, its armament provided by a turret-mounted battery of four .303 Browning
machine-guns, fired by an air gunner. While the turret, it was true, could rotate forward, the guns
were fired electronically by the pilot but were not synchronised to fire through the propeller arc
and so could only fire at an angle of 20°. The Defiant possessed no wing-mounted, or other,
fixed forward-firing armament. The turret and gunner, of course, added weight, the aircraft’s
powerplant being the same Rolls-Royce Merlin engine powering the lighter Spitfire and
Hurricane. Whereas, for example, the Spitfire Mk IA’s top speed was 367 mph, and the Me
109E-3 348 mph, the Defiant lagged behind at 304 mph. The problem, though, was that the lack
of practical pilot-fired forward-firing armament meant the Defiant lacked the instant eye-to-hand
coordination required in modern day-fighting. The ACAS was clearly basing his support of the
Defiant upon his own experience of flying the two-seater Bristol Fighter – the Air Ministry
ordering some 450 Defiants in the mistaken belief that the BE2c’s success would be emulated.
While Douglas argued that ‘for work over enemy territory a two-seater fighter is best’, the point
missed was that the BE2c’s success was in no small part due to its pilot-fired forward-facing
armament. Dowding instantly appreciated this and was angry that such an important decision
had been made without his consultation. Douglas, however, ever the politician, was supported
by both Air Vice-Marshals Sir Edgar Ludlow- Hewitt, the AOC-in-C of Bomber Command, and
Donald Stevenson, the Deputy Director of Home Operations. It was originally intended, in fact, to
have fifteen Defiant squadrons, this being reduced to nine when Stevenson began having
doubts about the type. Dowding continued opposing the Defiant, which was commissioned at
the expense of more Spitfires and Hurricanes, but his plea that the turret fighter be confined to
training was rejected. Fortunately, in the event, only two Defiant squadrons were raised – but it
was tragic indeed that in 1940 Dowding would be proved right only through the virtual
annihilation of these gallant squadrons, which saw the aircraft relegated to a stop-gap night-
fighting role. Here, though, was another example of antipathy between Dowding and another
high commander, and that Dowding, the chief of Fighter Command, was not consulted regarding
the Defiant prior to it being ordered, and others making decisions concerning his command is
evidence of the Air Ministry’s attitude toward him long before the Battle of Britain.Air Vice-
Marshal Sholto Douglas, the Deputy Chief of the Air Staff, was a personal friend of Leigh-
Mallory’s and also entertained enmity toward Dowding, although years later attempted to
distance himself from this.In July 1938, however, help was at hand for Dowding when his new
Senior Air Staff Officer (SASO) arrived at Bentley Priory: Air Commodore Keith Park. In this loyal
and tough fighter ace from New Zealand, Dowding was to find the perfect right-hand
man.Originally Dowding’s Senior Air Staff Officer at Fighter Command HQ, Keith Park, a tough,
no-nonsense fighter ace from New Zealand was promoted to Air Vice-Marshal and given
command of the prestigious 11 Group, defending London and south-east England. Having
expected elevation to this position, as the more senior man, this only served to exacerbate Leigh-
Mallory’s ‘curious enmity’ towards Dowding.Keith Rodney Park was born in Thames, Auckland,



on 15 June 1892. In 1914, he answered the call and joined the artillery as a lance-bombardier,
seeing action on Gallipoli with the ANZAC big guns, where he was commissioned. In August
1915, Park became a regular officer in the British army, continuing to serve in the Dardenelles
until Allied forces were evacuated in 1916. That year, Park fought in the Battle of the Somme,
until a shell exploded beneath his horse, killing the animal and wounding the man. Invalided
back to ‘Blighty’, Park was declared ‘unfit to ride a horse’ owing to his wounds – but was
accepted for flying training by the RFC. Having successfully gained his ‘wings’, by the time Park
was posted to 48 Squadron at La Bellevue in 1917, flying the BE2c, his log book recorded 135
flying hours, this experience preparing him well for aerial combat. By now, Park was already a
battle-hardened officer who understood the ground situation from a soldier’s perspective and
knew what was expected of him in the air. An exacting professional, Park even took personal
care of his aircraft’s armament and sights, in addition to taking a keen interest in the technical
aspects of both airframe and engine.Following a series of successful combats with Albatross
scouts, Lieutenant Park and his observer were both awarded the MC on 19 August 1917, for
‘dash and tenacity’. Over the next twenty-six days, Park and his observers destroyed a further
seven enemy aircraft, damaging seven more. Recommended for a DSO by his commanding
officer, Major- General Trenchard decreed that a Bar to the MC was sufficient. Park had earned
respect and learned important lessons regarding the conduct of fighter warfare. In 1922,
reflecting upon his Western Front experiences, Park maintained that in future wars, squadrons
should be widely dispersed on the ground; ground strafing would be best undertaken by small,
fast, agile scouts with forward-firing armament; close escorts would be ineffective when
opposition was encountered, and, finally, tactics must be studied well in advance, rather than ‘on
the spot’. Here, then, was clearly a forward-thinker and decorated fighter ace of great skill and
experience.Upon return from France, Park received two training commands before attending a
course at 2 School of Navigation and Bomb Dropping, where voluntary long-distance flights
were encouraged – leading to Captains Park and Stewart flying a 1,880 circuit of the British Isles.
Only the second time such a journey had been achieved, the flight attracted much media
attention. In June 1919, Park was awarded the DFC, ostensibly for this intrepid flight – in reality,
the decoration was intended to compensate him for a catalogue of bureaucratic errors
preventing well-deserved promotion. The episode infuriated Park, now a married man who had
decided on a long-term career in the service, and embittered him towards the Air Ministry, the
incompetence of which meant that in the promotion stakes he had been left behind by certain
contemporaries. On 1 August 1919, Park was given a Permanent Commission and became a
flight lieutenant, commanding a reserve of surplus aircraft at Hawkinge – where a certain
Squadron Leader Sholto Douglas re-enters our story.When preparing for the 1920 Hendon Air
Pageant, Douglas suggested a daring low-level flypast by three Handley Page V/1500 bombers,
a type included in Park’s reserve. Douglas arranged with Park that they would each fly one,
another colleague the third. The display was expected to be the Hendon highlight, but
Trenchard, the CAS, was less impressed and rebuked Douglas, as the senior officer involved, for



the low-level stunt – described in the Aeroplane as ‘a terrifying sensation’. Trenchard’s
disapproval also reached Park, already concerned about his lack of promotion, leading to Park
and Douglas distancing themselves from each other. Indeed, this distance never reduced, and
may have been significant twenty years later, as we will see. Park then served in Egypt until June
1926, when appointed by Air Marshal Sir John Salmond, Commander-in-Chief of Fighter
Command’s predecessor, ADGB, to command ‘Operations, Intelligence Mobilisation and
Combined Training’, based at Uxbridge. As ADGB was then only a year old, Squadron Leader
Park was involved with preparing Britain’s modern aerial defences almost from the outset.In
November 1927, Park was given command of 111 Squadron, flying Armstrong Whitworth Siskin
biplane fighters at Duxford. On New Year’s Day 1929, he was promoted to wing commander and
left ‘Treble One’ that March, returning to Uxbridge and undertaking a staff role at HQ Fighting
Area. Not for the first time, Park drove himself so hard that he became ill; a medical board in
1930 sent him on leave for a month, insisting on a complete break from work – echoed by
Fighting Area’s commander, Air Vice-Marshal Hugh Dowding. The association between these
two officers, therefore, began over a decade before the Battle of Britain.
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Philip Harris, “Detailed analysis of the "Big Wing" controversy. Dilip Sarkar has continued his fine
works with this book, which gives a detailed insight into the "Big Wing" controversy and the
conflicting tactics adopted by Fighter Command's 11 and 12 Groups during the Battle of Britain,
together with the machinations which saw both Dowding and Park treated so shabbily both by
both politicians and Service chiefs.Unfortunately, the book suffers from numerous typographical
errors which make a number of sentences unintelligible and in certain cases, misleading. There
is also at least one schoolboy howler ("flare" instead of "flair") which is why I have only given the
book four stars.”

SPAD, “Very interesting. Sarkar has been a cheerleader for Bader and his acolytes in the past
but with each new book he obviously has seen a deeper reality. He gently but firmly disputes
Bader's opinions and claims, and shows Bader to be a pawn of higher command officers, e.g.
Leigh Mallory. The down side of this book is his recounting of page after page of meetings at
Fighter Command, discussing the big wing theory. Excellent in parts.”

The book by Dilip Sarkar has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 3 people have provided feedback.
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